Activities with Lifeliqe: Sharing videos with
3D models into presentations
Did you know that when you create a PowerPoint presentation, you can record a video of your
work with a specific model accompanied by your explanation?

How to do it?
If you have Microsoft PowerPoint ready and Lifeliqe opened with the model you want to talk about
on the screen, you can start creating your video:

1. Open your slide show on the slide where you want to embed the video. Make sure that
you have Lifeliqe opened in your browser as the last used window before switching to
PowerPoint.
2. In PowerPoint, select the Insert option in the top toolbar, then click the Screen Clipping
button on the right side of the toolbar.
3. This function automatically switches you to the last opened application, i.e. Lifeliqe. The
selected area to be recorded by PowerPoint appears. Edit it using the Select area button
in the top panel, or click on the Record button to start recording.
4. The countdown before the video starts recording begins. While recording, you can
manipulate the 3D models, talk about it or even combine Lifeliqe with other materials.
When you're done, hover your mouse or touch the center of the top of the screen to make
the recording panel appear again. Click the square Stop button to stop recording and the
video you created gets automatically inserted into the presentation. You can play it, edit,
cut, etc., as you like.

How can I use it for teaching?
Whether you are sending self-study materials to students or you don't want to repeat the same
routine explanation over and over again in different lessons, you will surely welcome this feature.
Videos with Lifeliqe models can then be reused at any time in your classroom, either the traditional
or virtual one.
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